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We propose a scheme for digital quantum simulation of lattice gauge theories with dynamical
fermions. Using a layered optical lattice with ancilla atoms that can move and interact with the
other atoms (simulating the physical degrees of freedom), we obtain a stroboscopic dynamics which
yields the four-body plaquette interactions, arising in models with 2 + 1 and higher dimensions,
without the use of perturbation theory. As an example we show how to simulate a Z2 model in 2+1
dimensions.
Lattice gauge theories are formulations of gauge theo-
ries over discretized spacetime [1] or space [2], that allow
either regularization or numerical calculations for con-
tinuous gauge theories. They are of particular interest
for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [3], the theory
of strong interactions, which due to its running cou-
pling [4] becomes highly nonperturbative at low ener-
gies. They have been extremely successful, for exam-
ple, in calculations for the hadronic (QCD) spectrum
[5]. However, lattice QCD still faces some computational
issues, stemming from the statistical Monte Carlo cal-
culations in Euclidean spacetime on which it is based:
first, the computationally hard sign problem [6] for a fi-
nite fermionic chemical potential; second, the inability to
simulate real-time dynamics when a Euclidean spacetime
is used. Clearly these problems have to be overcome in
order to reach the ultimate goal of mapping the phases
of QCD [7, 8], but they also hinder intermediate steps
such as the observation of real-time flux string breaking,
which would be a direct manifestation of quark confine-
ment [1, 9, 10].
Over the last years, new approaches for dealing with
lattice gauge theories have emerged from the communi-
ties of quantum information and quantum optics. One of
them is quantum simulation [11], in which lattice gauge
theories are mapped to systems that can be accurately
controlled in the lab, such as cold atoms in optical lattices
[12, 13], trapped ions [14, 15], superconducting qubits
[16] or Rydberg atoms [17]. This can be done in either
an analog way, in which both the degrees of freedom and
dynamics are mapped to those of a quantum simulator
[18–34], or digitally [35], where trotterized dynamics is
obtained by a stroboscopic series of quantum operations
[17, 36–38].
Digital quantum simulations have been very successful
recently for the study of several many body models (e.g.
[14, 39–41]), including a recent realization, using trapped
ions, of the lattice Schwinger model (1 + 1 QED) [42].
Lattice gauge theories in 2 + 1 dimensions and above
set a challenge for quantum simulation: they involve a
four-body interaction term, the magnetic plaquette in-
teraction, whose implementation is nontrivial. In analog
simulations, such interactions are typically obtained ef-
fectively, by the use of a fourth-order perturbative Hamil-
tonian construction [27], but this automatically makes
them weak and sets an experimental bottleneck.
In this work we introduce a different scenario for quan-
tum simulation that circumvents this bottleneck. We dis-
cuss a way to construct stroboscopically the dynamics of
a lattice gauge theory, coupled to dynamical fermionic
matter, and present, as a first example, a possible imple-
mentation of the simple case of Z2 using ultracold atoms
(which allow us to work naturally with fermions as re-
quired by lattice gauge theories with more than 2 + 1d).
The atoms will be trapped in a layered structure, and
will include, on top of atomic species representing the
matter and gauge field degrees of freedom, some an-
cillary atoms that will be moved between the different
layers, as proposed in [43]. This will allow to obtain
stroboscopically the desired interactions without the use
of perturbative arguments, while avoiding any undesired
interactions, making the plaquette interactions stronger
than in the previous analog proposals, hence suggesting
a path towards quantum simulations in 2+1 dimensions
and more. Other models will be discussed in [44].
ZN lattice gauge theories [45] are relevant for two rea-
sons: first, they can be seen as a truncation method for
compact QED which is restored in the N → ∞ limit
[45]; second, ZN is the center of SU(N), and as such it
plays a crucial role in confinement [10, 46]. Z2 is the
simplest case of such a model. For the second reason,
Z2 theories without dynamical matter have been stud-
ied, and were shown to have a confining phase for static
charges [45]. Quantum simulations of the type we pro-
pose might be able to extend the confinement study to
dynamical charges as well. A pure gauge Z2 (without
dynamical matter) digital quantum simulation was pro-
posed in [36]. A similar Hilbert space truncation was in
the 1 + 1 dimensional link model [47, 48] quantum sim-
ulation [22]. Another relevant previous work deals with
the quantum simulation of quantum double models [43].
ZN lattice gauge theory. Consider two unitary op-
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2erators P and Q, defined in an N -dimensional Hilbert
space and satisfying the relations PN = QN = 1,
PQP † = eiδQ with δ = 2pi/N . If we define a basis of P
eigenstates, P |m〉 = eiδm |m〉, Q is a cyclic raising oper-
ator, Q |m〉 = |m+ 1〉.This ZN algebra is the basis of a
ZN lattice gauge theory. Consider a spatial lattice, e.g.
in two dimensions, and place such a Hilbert space on each
of its links, which we label by the coordinate-direction
pair x, k (see Fig. 1). The dynamics of this system
is described by the Hamiltonian HEB = HE +HB
[45], where HE = λE
∑
x,k
(
1− P (x, k)− P † (x, k))
is called the electric Hamiltonian, and
HB=λB
∑
x
(
Q(x, 1)Q(x+1ˆ, 2)Q†(x+2ˆ, 1)Q†(x, 2)+H.c.
)
is called the magnetic Hamiltonian. A proper choice of
λE,B reproduces the U(1) Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian
[49] for N →∞ [45].
The gauge field may also be coupled to fermions.
These reside on the lattice’s vertices, labeled by the
coordinates x, and are created by the fermionic oper-
ators ψ†(x). Their dynamics, including the coupling
to the gauge field, is given by HF = HM +HGM ,
where HM = M
∑
x
(−1)x1+x2 ψ† (x)ψ (x)
is the local mass term, and
HGM = λGM
∑
x,k
(
ψ† (x)Q(x, k)ψ(x + kˆ) +H.c
)
is the gauge-matter coupling. The fermions
are staggered [50, 51], and carry the charge
q (x) = ψ† (x)ψ (x)−
(
1− (−1)x1+x2
)
/2. The to-
tal Hamiltonian, H = HEB +HF is invariant under local
gauge transformations, i.e. H = G (x)HG† (x) for every
x, with
G(x)=P (x, 1)P (x, 2)P †(x−1ˆ, 1)P †(x−2ˆ, 2)e−iδq(x)
(1)
(analogous to the Gauss law for continuous groups).
In the Z2 case, the link becomes a two-level system
and we can identify P = σz = P
† and Q = σx = Q†
(both unitary and Hermitian). Then, the Hamiltonian
terms become simpler, HE = λE
∑
x,k
(1− 2σz (x, k)) and
HB = 2λB
∑
x
σx(x, 1)σx
(
x+1ˆ, 2
)
σx
(
x+2ˆ, 1
)
σx(x, 2).
Although we discussed above the 2 + 1d case, it can be
generalized to higher dimensions.
Digitization. Under the action of the total Hamiltonian
H, the simulated model evolves with the unitary opera-
tor U(t) = e−iHt. However, it is hard to map the total
Hamiltonian to cold atomic terms, and thus a digital sim-
ulation can be helpful: If a Hamiltonian H =
∑
j Hj de-
composes into terms Hj , then by Trotter formula [52–54]
e−iHt=limM→∞
(
Πj e
−iHjt/M)M ≡ limM→∞(W ( tM ))M
we can approximate the total evolution with a series of
short evolutions Wj = e
−iHjτ , where τ = t/M [35, 55].
As we will show, we can implement the parts of H
separately, and approximate the desired evolution with
a suitable sequence of the unitary operators Wj .
Obtaining effective plaquette interactions. The inter-
acting parts of H, i.e. HB and HGM , are generated in
our scheme using intermediate interactions with some an-
cillary degrees of freedom that we add in the middle of
the plaquettes. These ancillas (labeled by a tilde super-
script in the following) have a “copy” of the link Hilbert
space, i.e. we can define the P˜ , Q˜ operators and the
P˜ -eigenstates |m˜〉. Their role can be conveniently de-
scribed by an object called “stator” [56, 57], which is a
mixture of an operator in one Hilbert space and a state
in another one, and results from the interaction of a link
and an ancilla. Let us focus on a single plaquette x, and
label by 1-4 its links, counter-clockwise, starting from
(x, 1) and ending with (x, 2) (see Fig. 1). We define the
following unitary operators, acting on the ancilla and the
link i:
Ui =
∑
m
Qmi ⊗ |m˜〉 〈m˜| . (2)
Suppose the ancilla is initially prepared in the state∣∣i˜n〉 = 1√
N
∑
m
|m˜〉. Then, we define a stator for the
i link as Si = Ui
∣∣i˜n〉. Note that this object sat-
isfies the eigenoperator relation Q˜Si = SiQ
†
i , that is
(Q˜⊗ Ii)Ui(|i˜n〉 ⊗ |ψi〉) = Ui(|i˜n〉 ⊗Q†i |ψi〉) for any state
|ψi〉 of the link. This allows us to obtain effectively the
plaquette dynamics of HB , by acting with a sequence of
Ui operators and then performing a local operation on
the ancilla. Define Q = Q1Q2Q
†
3Q
†
4, and
S ≡ U
∣∣i˜n〉 ≡ U1U2U†3U†4 ∣∣i˜n〉= 1√
N
∑
m
Qm⊗|m˜〉 . (3)
This “plaquette stator” satisfies Q˜S = SQ
†
. Then, if
we act locally on the ancilla with V˜B = e
−2iλBτ(Q˜+Q˜†),
we obtain the desired plaquette interaction, since
V˜BS = Se
−iHBτ (4)
and thus U†V˜BU
∣∣i˜n〉 will simply give rise to∣∣i˜n〉 e−iHBτ . To recap, we first let all the links interact
separately with the ancilla prepared in |i˜n〉 and create
U, then we act locally for time τ on the ancilla with
H˜B and finally let the links interact again to form U†.
This way we obtain effectively the plaquette dynamics
that we wanted, and the ancilla is back in its initial state,
completely disentangled from the links and ready for the
next step of the digital simulation: pairwise interactions
of the ancilla with each of the links around it gave rise to
a four body interaction, without any use of perturbation
theory. Note that this procedure can be done in parallel
for all the plaquettes belonging to the same parity (since
every link is associated with two plaquettes).
Obtaining effective gauge-matter interaction. The in-
teraction between the gauge fields and the matter is gen-
erated in a similar way. This time, we only need a stator
3for a single link, Si. Once the stator is “on”, the ancilla
interacts with the fermion ψ at one end of the relevant
link, to generate the unitary U†W = e−ψ
†ψ log(Q˜†), then
the fermions at both ends of the link (call the one at
the other end χ) are allowed to tunnel for some time τ ,
giving rise to Ut = e−iλGM(ψ
†χ+χ†ψ)τ and finally we act
with UW . Altogether, UWUtU†W = e−iλGM(ψ
†Q˜†χ+H.c.)τ
and when we act with it on the stator
UWUtU†WSi = Sie−iλGM(ψ
†Qiχ+H.c.)τ (5)
we get the on-link interaction from HGM . The stator is
then ready for the next task or cancellation with U†i .
The simulating system. We now propose a simulation
of Z2 based on ultracold atoms in optical lattices. Al-
though the Z2 model is planar, the simulation will take
place across several layers, separating the experimental
ingredients in a way that avoids undesired interactions
while moving the control atoms (ancillas) (see Fig. 1).
Layer 1 (lowest): fermionic matter. Fermions, created
by the operators ψ† (x), can be trapped at the vertices
of the simulated lattice. The fermionic optical lattice
is half-filled, and the minima are very deep such that
fermions cannot tunnel to other vertices. However, it is
possible to reduce the energy barrier between neighbor-
ing wells in a way that allows tunneling. This can be
done separately for four types of links, which we denote
by even/odd (according to the parity of the vertex from
which they emanate) and horizontal/vertical. Initially,
only the odd vertices are full, representing a Dirac sea
state [44] We assume that the physical fermions all be-
long to one hyperfine level (e.g. |F ′ = 1/2,m′F = 1/2〉)
of a fermionic alkaline atom.
Layer 2 (highest): Gauge fields. These are atoms
representing the gauge degrees of freedom, trapped on
the links of the lattice. We place exactly one atom per
link and make the minima very deep so that they can-
not tunnel. To get a 2-dimensional Hilbert space, we
need control over two internal levels: these can be the
|F = 1/2,mF = ±1/2〉 levels of a second fermionic al-
kaline species in its hyperfine ground state (note that
in general one may use other hyperfine multiplets, even
bosonic ones, and effectively eliminate some levels to ob-
tain a similar structure.) These levels represent the P
eigenstates of the link’s Hilbert space. The correspond-
ing fermionic creation operators are a†m (x, k), giving rise
to the second-quantized angular momentum operators
Fα (x, k) = 12σ
α (x, k) = 12a
†
m (x, k)σ
α
mnan (x, k).
Layer 3 (middle): Control atoms. These belong to a
third atomic species, and are trapped in the center of
the even plaquettes. These atoms are movable in two
ways: first, they may be moved to interact with the
gauge bosons on the links around them and with the
matter fermions on their left-bottom (see Fig. 1); sec-
ond, their ”rest position” may be moved to the centers
of the odd plaquettes. The control atoms must also be
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FIG. 1. (Top) Initial position of the different atoms with respect
to the simulated lattice. Full/empty circles represent initially
occupied/empty potential minima. The matter fermions (red)
are trapped in correspondence with the odd sites (half-filling).
The link atoms (blue) are trapped in correspondence with the
middle of the links. The auxiliary atoms (green) are trapped in
correspondence with the middle of even plaquettes. The inter-
nal structure of each atomic species is shown on the right, with
the relevant atomic levels highlighted.
(Bottom left) Different atomic species reside on different verti-
cal layers. Green straight lines show how the auxiliary atoms
have to move in order to realise interactions with the link atoms
and the fermions, or to enter odd plaquettes. Red arrows show
selective tunneling of fermions across even horizontal links.
(Bottom right) Labeling convention for vertices and links, shown
for one plaquette.
described by a 2-dimensional Hilbert space (as above).
Again we can use two
∣∣∣F˜ = 1/2, m˜F = ±1/2〉 levels. The
corresponding creation operators are b†m (x), giving rise
to the second-quantized angular momentum operators
F˜α (x) = 12 σ˜
α (x) = 12b
†
m (x)σ
α
mnbn (x).
We assume that the relevant mF levels are splitted by
either a background static magnetic field, or an AC-stark
effect, which must produce different energy splittings for
4the three atomic species. Further details on the trapping
potentials may be found in [44].
Experimental realization of the digital sequence. The
different parts of the Hamiltonian described above are
created by the use of either local operations or interac-
tions between the control and the physical atoms. We
now introduce a set of local operations and interactions
out of which the desired evolution will be built:
1) Local ‘laser” terms. These are local operations, gen-
erated, for example, by connecting different atomic lev-
els with Raman lasers. We define Vn (φ) = e
−iφ∑
x
n·σ(x)
as the result of acting with a Hamiltonian Hn = λn · σ
on all the link atoms simultaneously, for a time t = φ/λ.
Similarly, we can define V˜n (φ) = e
−iφ∑
x
n·σ˜(x)
for the con-
trol atoms.
2) a-b Scattering terms, resulting from S-wave col-
lisions of a (link) and b (control) atoms. To gen-
erate these, we move the control atoms to a link
such that it overlaps with the physical atom and af-
ter some time we move it back. This induces a two-
body collision, which is described by the Hamiltonian
Hab = f0 (t)
(
g0
∑
m,n
a†mamb
†
nbn + g1F · F˜
)
where f0 (t) is
the result of the time-dependent overlap of the Wan-
nier functions, and g0,1 depend on the S-wave scattering
lengths a0,1 and the reduced mass µ of the two atoms [58].
Since tunneling is not allowed,
∑
m
a†mam =
∑
m
b†mbm = 1
and the first term gives rise to a global phase, which
can be ignored. Moreover the energy splittings for the
a and b atoms are different and thus, in a rotating wave
approximation, we can consider only the z part of the
second term. We eventually obtain a unitary of the form
Uab (φ) = e−4iφFzF˜z = e−iφσzσ˜z which, when combined
with local unitaries, will give rise to the creators of sta-
tors, Ui. Further details are given in the appendix.
3) b-ψ scattering terms. These are similar to the
above, with a scattering Hamiltonian taking the form
Hbψ = f
′
0 (t)
(
g′0ψ
†ψ
∑
m
b†mbm + g
′
1ψ
†ψσ˜z
)
. Note that
the total b number is 1 and log σ˜z = ipi (1− σ˜z) /2.
Thus we may write this interaction as
Hbψ = f
′ (t)
(
(g′0 + g
′
1)ψ
†ψ + 2ig
′
1
pi ψ
†ψ log σ˜z
)
. This
gives rise to a unitary Ubψ (φ) = e−iφ′(φ)ψ†ψe−φpi ψ†ψ log σ˜z
which, along with local unitary operations, will result
in the UW operators required for the gauge-matter
interactions (see the appendix for further details.)
With these at hand, we can finally write down expres-
sions for the required operations. The non-interacting
ones will take the forms WE = e
−iHEτ = V †z (2τλE),
and WM = e
−iHMτ which is achievable by changing the
depth of the optical trap for the vertex fermions in a stag-
gered fashion. The interactions are based on the atomic
collisions introduced above, which are used for the con-
struction of the unitary operations Ui, creating a stator
on a link, as well as Uˆ , the unitary responsible for the link
interactions. More details are found in the appendix.
The complete sequence. The stroboscopic dynamics
will eventually consist of eight pieces: WE ,WM , the
local terms; WBe,WBo, responsible for the plaquette
interactions on even and odd plaquettes respectively;
Wev,Weh,Wov,Woh, responsible for the gauge-matter in-
teractions on even/odd horizontal/vertical links. A de-
tailed description of the sequence is given in the ap-
pendix. Using the commutativity of several of the uni-
taries in this sequence (WB,e,WB,o with anything but
WE , WM with WE ,WB) and defining WB = WB,oWB,e,
we obtain the time evolution of a sequence - i.e. a single
time step of the digitized evolution:
W (τ) = WMWEWBWohWovWehWev. (6)
All terms in the sequence respect the local gauge symme-
try, i.e. each term individually commutes with the G (x)
operators for every x. Thus, symmetry is not affected by
the digitization, at least in the ideal case.
Several types of errors can however affect the simula-
tion. First, intrinsic errors coming from the digitization.
The sequence described above is only equal to the de-
sired evolution to first approximation, and errors scaling
as t2/M arise because the various ingredients of the se-
quence do not commute [35, 53, 55]. However, the error
can be made as small as desired by increasing the number
of steps M , at the cost of a longer simulation time. It is
also important to remind that each piece of the sequence,
and hence their commutators, is gauge invariant so the
evolution of the simulating system ideally respects the
desired symmetry. Second, there might be experimen-
tal imperfections, i.e. the implementation of the desired
local evolutions and interactions can deviate from the ex-
pected one. Importantly, such errors can break the sym-
metry, so care should be taken in minimizing this effect.
Errors may either scale proportionally to the infinitesi-
mal time step τ (in the cases of Ut, V˜B ,WE ,WM ), or be
of order 1 (independent of τ) in the cases of U ,UW etc.
The latter type of error is more dangerous since they can
accumulate for a large M : M will depend on the size
of the system, and thus the errors will have to scale in-
versely with the system size [44]. Among the possible
sources of error: atoms can be excited to other internal
levels due to the trapping fields; atoms must be moved
adiabatically to avoid excitations [59]; each step must be
accurately timed etc. Yet, one has to bear in mind that
errors are random, as well as that for quantum simu-
lation purposes (rather than quantum computation) the
effect of errors and tradeoffs may be better tuned and less
harmful. Further discussion of the errors may be found
in [44].
Summary. In this paper we presented a way to con-
struct a cold atomic quantum simulator of a Z2 lattice
gauge theory with fermionic matter in 2 + 1 dimensions,
5which relies on the implementation of a stroboscopic dy-
namics mediated by ancillary degrees of freedom. A con-
venient description of the system is proposed through the
formalism of stators.
This approach has several advantages. It consists of
simple ingredients, aligned in a layered structure. Thus,
the gauge, matter and control atoms may be trapped,
controlled, manipulated and measured separately, in a
clean way. The stroboscopic dynamics consists only of
gauge invariant steps, and thus the gauge symmetry is in
principle unaffected by digitization. The gauge invariant
interactions are achieved by the use of ancillas, allowing
to avoid perturbation theory. Furthermore, the imple-
mentation does not require sophisticated experimental
techniques such as the use of Feshbach resonances and
can be extended to other models with both abelian and
non-abelian gauge symmetries.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we give details on the sequence of
operations required for the creation of the stroboscopic
time evolution. First we consider the creation, from the
building blocks presented in the main text, of the unitary
operations Uj , UW , Uˆ , responsible to single steps in our
sequence. Then we will turn to the construction of the
whole sequence.
Creating the unitary operations
All operations are based on the control atoms prepared in an initial state∣∣i˜n〉 = |↑x〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) (7)
and, as may be seen below, in the end of each interaction step the control atoms will go back to this initial state.
The stators are generated (up to a global phase) by the sequence
U = V †y
(pi
4
)
Uajb
(pi
4
)
Vy
(pi
4
)
Vx
(pi
4
)
V˜z
(pi
4
)
, (8)
where the local operations Vk and V˜k act simultaneously on all the link or on all the control atoms (respectively),
while Uajb involves only the atoms sitting on the link j of even/odd plaquettes (this is achieved by moving the control
atoms to overlap with atoms on link j). Undoing the stators is simply done with the same sequence, as for Z2, U† = U
(see eq.(2)). Note, as well, that if one wishes to create a plaquette stator, some of the steps may be shared by all the
links and do not have to be repeated:
U = V †y
(pi
4
)
Ua1b
(pi
4
)
Ua2b
(pi
4
)
Ua3b
(pi
4
)
Ua4b
(pi
4
)
Vy
(pi
4
)
Vx
(pi
4
)
V˜z
(pi
4
)
. (9)
For the interaction with the matter, note that
V˜y
(pi
4
)
Ubψ (pi) V˜ †y
(pi
4
)
= e−iφ
′ψ†ψU†W = U†W e−iφ
′ψ†ψ, (10)
and that
V˜ †y
(pi
4
)
Ubψ (pi) V˜y
(pi
4
)
= e−iφ
′′ψ†ψUW . (11)
Then, the link interaction may be realized by the sequence
Uˆ = V˜ †y
(pi
4
)
Ubψ (pi) V˜y
(pi
2
)
Ut (λGMτ)Ubψ (pi) V˜ †y
(pi
4
)
= e−iφ
′′ψ†ψUWUt (λGMτ)U†W e−iφ
′ψ†ψ (12)
acting on the stator. The phase factors e−iφ
′ψ†ψ, e−iφ
′′ψ†ψ have no influence on the physics once considered over the
entire lattice, as explained in [44].
6The complete experimental sequence
The stroboscopic sequence of a single time step,
equivalent to simulated time τ , is as follows:
1. Start with the controls placed in the centers of the
even plaquettes. Interact with the link on the left (U4),
to create a stator S4 for all the even plaquettes. Then
perform the sequence Uˆ for this link, to realize the gauge
matter interactions of even vertial links - Wev. Then act
with U4 again to undo the stator.
2. Repeat a similar process for the link below (U1), but
without undoing the stator: this will create Weh, the
HGM evolution for even horizontal links.
3. Interact with the remaining links to create the plaque-
tte’s stator (for all the even plaquettes). Then perform
the control time evolution V˜B = V˜x (2λBτ) to obtain
WB,e - the unitary responsible for the time evolution of
HB on even plaquettes. Remove the interaction with all
the links, except the one on the right.
4. Move the controls to the right until they reach
the center of the odd plaquettes. The stator for the
odd vertical links is ready, so its interactions may be
completed in a similar manner to these of step 1, to
obtain Wov.
5. Repeat the procedure of step 2 to obtain Woh. Again,
do not undo the stator for the lower link.
6. Complete the plaquette’s stator, act with V˜B , and
obtain WB,o. Undo the plaquette.
7. Perform the local unitaries, WE and WM .
This gives the full sequence
WMWEWB,oWohWovWB,eWehWev. (13)
Using the commutativity of several of the unitaries in
this sequence (WB,e,WB,o with anything but WE , WM
with WE ,WB) and defining WB = WB,oWB,e, we obtain
the time evolution of a sequence - i.e. a single time step
of the digitized evolution:
W (τ) = WMWEWBWohWovWehWev (14)
including only terms which respect the local gauge sym-
metry, i.e. commute with the G (x) operators for every
x separately.
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